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Poor working memory predicts false memories

Maarten J.V. Peters, Marko Jelicic, Hilde Verbeek, and

Harald Merckelbach

Department of Experimental Psychology, Faculty of Psychology, Maastricht

University, Maastricht, The Netherlands

Two studies investigated whether individual differences in simple span verbal

working memory and complex working memory capacity are related to memory

accuracy and susceptibility to false memory development. In Study 1, under-

graduate students (N�/ 60) were given two simple span working memory tests:

forward and backward digit span. They also underwent a memory task that is

known to elicit false memories of nonpresented words, the Deese/Roediger-

McDermott (DRM) paradigm. Poor simple span working memory (as reflected

by suboptimal backward digit span scores) was related to elevated levels of false

recognition. Study 2 (N�/ 65) replicated this finding, in that suboptimal backward

digit span performance was found to be predictive of false recognition. However,

complex working memory capacity (operation span) was not related to false

recognition. This pattern suggests that even in a homogenous sample of under-

graduates, poor working memory is associated with the susceptibility to recollect

words never presented.

During memory retrieval, various encoded pieces of the memory trace need

to be integrated into a reconstructive recollection of an event. This memory

binding process has been the object of much research and has been ascribed

to a neural network encompassing posterior brain regions, the hippocampus,

and the prefrontal cortex (e.g., Kroll, Knight, Metcalfe, Wolf, & Tulving,

1996; Moscovitch, 2000). Apart from their role in accurate retrieval, various

researchers have argued that cognitive functions related to this neural

network (working memory, monitoring, executive control) are also involved
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in the creation of distortions (e.g., remembering a blue car, when the colour

of the car was red) and false memories (remembering events that never took
place; e.g., Dodson & Schacter, 2002; Gonsalves & Paller, 2002; Kopelman

1999, 2002; Marsch, Balota, & Roediger, 2005; Melo, Winocur, &

Moscovitch, 1999; Parkin, 1997; Schacter, 1999; Schacter & Slotnick,

2004). One important antecedent of false memories is a breakdown in

what has been termed source monitoring (Johnson, Hashtroudi, & Lindsay,

1993). Source monitoring refers to the mechanism that allows people to

determine the source of memory information. It is a mechanism that serves

as a screening and controlling device for memory at retrieval, in which
distinctive perceptual information plays an important role in labelling events

as veridical.

The crux of working memory is the maintenance and manipulation of

information, both during memory storage and retrieval from long-term store

(e.g., Baddeley & Hitch, 1974; D’Esposito & Postle, 2002; Kane & Engle,

2002). Working memory is closely connected to executive functioning and

the prefrontal cortex (e.g., D’Esposito & Postle, 2002). There are also good

reasons to believe that working memory subserves source monitoring
(e.g., Hedden & Park, 2003; Mitchell, Johnson, Raye, & Greene, 2004;

Moscovitch, 2000; Reinitz & Hannigan, 2004). Studies that support this line

of reasoning were carried out by Mitchell and colleagues (2004) and Reinitz

and Hannigan (2004). Mitchell et al. conducted a study to identify the neural

correlates related to maintaining memory representations active in working

memory for subsequent source memory evaluations. In three functional

magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) experiments, a memory paradigm was

used in which participants saw four items presented sequentially for 1 s each.
To create source conditions, two of the items were presented as words, two

were black-and-white line object drawings (format condition), and each of

these item types were presented on the left or the right side of the screen

(location condition). To maximise working memory involvement, immedi-

ately after each trial (consisting of four items), participants were probed to

make source and familiarity judgements (Experiment 1). It was found that

this working memory paradigm yielded greater activation in the lateral PFC

for source memory judgements compared to familiarity judgements. Further
support for the link between working memory and source monitoring comes

from a study by Reinitz and Hannigan. In one of their three experiments, the

influence of indirect overload of working memory (divided attention; digit

monitoring task) on subsequent false memory development for compound

words was investigated. The authors found that when participants had to

monitor specific digits (total number of even digits) that were simultaneously

presented with compound words (e.g., toothpaste, headache), they were

more prone to later falsely remember never presented compound words (e.g.,
toothache), thus misattributing these separate words to their wrong source.
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Thus, it can be hypothesised that through increased susceptibility to source

monitoring errors, poor working memory (either tested direct by working
memory tasks or indirect by using dual tasks) may lead to an increase in

false memories. One important mechanism to distinguish veridical from false

memory traces is the amount of perceptual detail, with veridical memory

traces exhibiting more of this distinctive information (Johnson et al., 1993).

This issue is further supported by recent neuroimaging and electrophysio-

logical studies that suggest that sensory activation is greater for true

compared to false recognition (see for a review, Schacter & Slotnick,

2004). When making source monitoring judgements, these perceptual details
serve as landmarks in ascribing a memory trace as trustworthy, i.e., veridical.

A source monitoring problem may arise when, during encoding of specific

event information, this perceptually based information supporting source

monitoring at time of retrieval is poorly encoded. This can happen when

working memory capacity is overloaded, either indirectly, when situational

circumstances put increasing demands on working memory (i.e., remember-

ing telephone number and simultaneously your shopping list of tonight; dual

tasks) or directly when working memory resources are poor for neurobio-
logical reasons. Put in other words, reduced, overloaded, or suboptimal

working memory processing would lead to poor encoding of perceptually

based information, resulting in a lower level of active maintenance of

information (e.g., source information). This could undermine performance

on cognitive challenging tasks that require such active maintenance. After

all, encoding and retrieval of an accurate memory representation requires

information about the source of the representation (Johnson et al., 1993; see

the activation-monitoring framework for a comparable line of reasoning,
McDermott & Watson, 2001), in order to make memory attributions (i.e.,

does this memory representation originate from an event or from a dream?;

Johnson et al., 1993).

Although the connection between deficits in specific cognitive functions

(working memory, executive functions) and false memories has often been

studied in neurological patients (e.g., Melo et al., 1999), older people

(Lödvén, 2003), and children (Alexander et al., 2002; Ruffman, Rustin,

Garnham, & Parkin, 2001), it is not unreasonable to assume that even in
healthy samples, there is individual variation in the efficacy of cognitive

functions that might affect their susceptibility to false memories. Surpris-

ingly, only a few studies explored individual differences in specific cognitive

functions sustained by the prefrontal cortex and hippocampus that may

contribute to false memory development. In an earlier study (Peters, Jelicic,

Haas, & Merckelbach, in press), we explored whether mild executive

dysfunctions (closely related to working memory) in undergraduate students

are linked to false recall and recognition of semantically related words. To
this end, we employed the Deese/Roediger-McDermott (DRM; Deese, 1959;
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Roediger & McDermott, 1995) paradigm. In this paradigm, people are

asked to remember lists of related words, such as bed, nap, pillow, and snooze,
all of which are associated with a common word, in this particular example

the word sleep. The word sleep, however, is never presented in the study list

and serves as a critical lure at test. Following each list presentation,

participants are asked to recall the studied items. Once all lists have been

presented and recalled, participants are given a recognition test comprising

the studied words, unrelated lures, and critical lures. Apart from the DRM

task, participants in our study were given a test designed to assess executive

function*the Random Number Generation (RNG) task. In this task,
participants are asked to produce long sequences of the numbers 1�10 in a

random fashion (e.g., Ginsburg & Karpiuk, 1994, 1995). Factor analyses on

RNG data have shown that there are three clusters of random indices:

repetition, seriation, and cycling, which are related to lack of output

inhibition, lack of inhibition of cognitive schemata, and lack of monitoring

of previous output, respectively (Ginsburg & Karpiuk, 1994; Williams,

Moss, Bradshaw, & Rinehart, 2002). In our study (Peters et al., in press), we

found that participants with high seriation scores on the RNG exhibited
higher false recognition rates of the DRM critical lures than those with low

seriation scores. High seriation scores reflect a lack of inhibition of cognitive

schemata and, thus, mild executive dysfunctions.

Another recent study by Watson, Bunting, Poole, and Conway (2005) was

the first to investigate whether individual differences in complex span

working memory capacity (WMC) are related to false memories for

nonpresented critical lure words in the DRM paradigm. In two experiments,

undergraduate participants were initially screened with the operation span
task (o-span task; La Pointe & Engle, 1990). In this task, participants are

required to read aloud a math problem, followed by a to-be-remembered

word, e.g., ‘‘Is (8/4)�/5�/7? SEA.’’ After several trials of these equation�
word pairs, participants are prompted to recall all of the words presented

during the trials in the correct order. Operation span is defined as the sum of

the correct recalled words across all individual trials. Based on this screening,

50 high and 50 low o-span participants were selected from the upper and

lower quartiles of the distribution of span scores. These participants were
subjected to the DRM paradigm. Half of the high and low span participants

received prior to encoding an explicit warning instruction about the

potential of the DRM paradigm to elicit false memories and were

encouraged to avoid recalling the critical lure word for each of the

associative lists. The remaining half of the high and low span participants

were not given any warning (Experiment 1). The results of this experiment

showed that undergraduates with low WMC (low o-span) more often falsely

recalled critical lure words than individuals with high WMC (high o-span),
but only so when participants had received a warning about the DRM
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paradigm. In Experiment 2, the same screening procedure was used for

selecting low (N�/ 50) and high (N�/ 50) WMC undergraduates. In this
second experiment a repeated DRM study-test trial procedure was used,

factorially crossing the warning manipulation as in Study 1. This is a reliable

procedure for reducing false memory development in young adult research

populations (e.g., McDermott, 1996; Watson, McDermott, & Balota, 2004).

Indeed, both high and low WMC participants benefited from the repeated

study-test trials in the sense that this setup led to an overall reduction in

recall of critical words. Taken together, these findings suggest that individual

differences in WMC influence encoding of distinctive information, thereby
affecting later cognitive control and the ability to actively maintain task

goals. In case of poor working memory capabilities, this may result in an

enhanced susceptibility to false memories in young adults.

Inspired by Watson and colleagues (2005), we conducted two studies to

further disentangle the relationship between source monitoring, individual

differences in working memory, and false memory development in a healthy

student sample. Given that (1) source monitoring is important for avoiding

errors in DRM and (2) working memory plays an important role in encoding
and retrieving distinctive information necessary for accurate source mon-

itoring, one would expect increased false memories when working memory

performance is poor. However, in contrast to Watson and colleagues, who

only used a complex working memory capacity task, we wanted to find out if

this line of reasoning also holds for different measures (i.e., aspects) of

working memory (simple vs. complex working memory capacity). Therefore,

Study 1 examined whether individual differences in simple span verbal

working memory are linked to false memory development as measured by
the DRM paradigm. The study by Watson and colleagues did not combine

recall and recognition memory tasks, and therefore we decided to include

both DRM parameters in Study 1. The forward and backward digit span

(DB) subtasks of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS; Wechsler,

1997; for a Dutch translation, see Stinissen, Willems, Coetsier, & Hulsman,

1970) are widely used measures of simple span verbal working memory in

neuropsychological research and clinical practice (see Iverson & Tulsky,

2003, for normative data). Both tasks require immediate, serial recall of a list
of digits that are read out loud and, typically, the length of the digit string is

increased until the participant consistently fails. The two tasks tap different

aspects of working memory (Baddeley, 1996), namely the central executive

(backward digit span), which serves as a controlling device for the two slave

systems: phonological loop (forward digit span) and visuospatial sketchpad.

Of most interest in this study is the backward digit span task, because this

task is believed to rely to a large extent on the central executive component

of Baddeley’s model (Gerton et al., 2004). If working memory (encoding of
distinctive features) subserves source monitoring, we expected that even in a
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relatively homogeneous sample of undergraduates, performance on the

simple span verbal working memory test (backward digit span) would be
related to false recall and recognition in the DRM paradigm. We anticipated

that forward digit span (nonexecutive) performance would not or to a lesser

degree be associated with false memories in this paradigm.

STUDY 1

Method

Participants

The sample consisted of 60 psychology undergraduate students (43

women) at Maastricht University. They received course credits in return for

participation. Mean age of the participants was 19.58 years (SD�/2.86;
range: 18�38). Exclusion criteria were psychiatric disorders, brain injury, or

language difficulties.

Procedure and materials

The study was approved by the standing ethical committee of the Faculty

of Psychology of Maastricht University. Participants were tested individually

in a quiet laboratory room. Upon arrival, participants were asked to sign an

informed consent form. Instructions, manipulations, and stimulus materials

were given on paper.

Deese/Roediger-McDermott paradigm. Participants were subjected to a

Dutch version of the DRM paradigm (Deese, 1959; Roediger & McDermott,
1995). The DRM paradigm used in the current study consisted of 10 selected

word lists drawn from a Dutch normative study (Peters, Jelicic, &

Merckelbach, 2006; Peters et al., in press). Each list consisted of 15 words

semantically related to a nonpresented critical lure word. The lists were read

aloud one after the other. The words (spoken by a female voice) were

presented for 1 s with an interstimulus interval of 1 s. Unlike the study by

Watson and colleagues (2005), participants did not receive a warning

manipulation. After each list presentation, participants were given 2 min to
write down all the words they could remember. The completion of the 10 lists

was followed by the digit span task (see below). Participants were then given

an old�new recognition task consisting of 10 critical lures of the studied lists

completely intermixed with 30 study words (the first, eighth, and tenth word

of each studied list) and 20 unrelated lures taken from nonpresented lists.

Only words unrelated to the words in the studied lists served as unrelated

lures. For each of these 60 words, participants had to indicate whether the

word was old (i.e., had appeared on one of the 10 lists) or new.
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Forward and backward digit span. Following the DRM recall task,

participants were given the digit span test to assess simple verbal working
memory. It was taken from the WAIS (Wechsler, 1997; for a Dutch

translation, see Stinissen et al., 1970). The test consisted of two subtests:

forward and backward digit span. Strings of digits were read aloud (e.g., 2 4

7), each string increasing in length (from two digits to eight digits). After

every string, the participant was asked to repeat the string. The test consisted

of 12 strings in the normal front to back order (forward) and 12 strings in the

back to front order (backward). Each subtest (forward and backward) was

stopped when a participant incorrectly reproduced two successive strings.
The amount of correctly reproduced strings was used as a measure of simple

verbal working memory.

Data analysis

Data analyses were carried out with alpha set at .05 (two-tailed). The

following six DRM indices were derived: mean accurate free recall

proportions, false recall of critical lure words, false recall of unrelated lures,

mean proportions of correctly recognised old words, recognition of critical

lure words, and recognition of unrelated lures. Because we were primarily

interested in false memories, we focused on free recall and recognition of

critical lure words. First, Pearson correlations were calculated between

forward and backward digit span and the six DRM parameters. Multiple
regression analyses (enter method) were conducted with forward and

backward digit span scores as independent measures and mean proportion

recall and recognition of critical lure words as dependent variables.

Results and discussion

Table 1 summarises data about the six DRM parameters. The overall

probability that participants recalled the critical lure was .47 (SD�/.19),

while that for recognising the critical lure was .87 (SD�/.15). The mean

proportion score for recognising unrelated lures as old was .03 (SD�/.04).

Forward and backward digit span performance scores were not sig-

nificantly related to each other, r�/.22, p�/.05, showing that they tap more
or less independent aspects of working memory. Pearson product-moment

correlations were calculated between the six DRM indices and forward and

backward digit span scores. No significant correlations were found between

recall and recognition of the studied words on the one and the digit

span task on the other hand: recall hits, rforward�/.11, p�/.40; rbackward�/.19,

p�/.15; recognition hits, rforward�/.09, p�/.52; rbackward�/.16, p�/.21.

Neither were there significant correlations between recall/recognition of

unrelated lures and the two digit span parameters: recall unrelated lures,
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rforward�/.06, p�/.62; rbackward�/�/.07, p�/.62; recognition unrelated lures,

rforward�/.05, p�/.70; rbackward�/�/.05, p�/.69. However, there was a border-

line significant correlation between recall of critical lures and backward digit

span, r�/�/.23, p�/.08, two-tailed. Similarly, proportion recognition of

critical lures was significantly and negatively correlated with backward digit

span, r�/�/.40, pB/.01.1 Correlations between recall/recognition of the

critical lure and forward digit span remained nonsignificant, r�/�/.05,

p�/.05, and r�/�/.15, p�/.05, respectively.

Two multiple linear regression analyses were carried out to determine how

much variance in recall and recognition of critical lures was explained by

forward and backward digit span scores. The results are shown in Table 2.

Both forward and backward digit span were entered in the model (enter

method) to explain the variance in recall of the critical lure word. Neither

forward nor backward digit span contributed significantly to the model. A

second regression model to explain the variance in recognition of critical

lures by entering both forward and backward digit span showed that only

backward digit span contributed significantly to falsely recognising of the

TABLE 1
Mean proportion scores (including SD and range) for recall of studied words, and
critical lure words, and unrelated lures and mean proportion scores for recognition
of studied words, critical lure words, and unrelated words. Forward and backward

digit span performances are expressed as mean overall scores

Item type Mean SD Range

Recall

Recall studied words .61 .07 .39

Recall critical lures .47 .19 .80

Recall unrelated lures* .03 .02 .07

Recognition

Recognition studied words .79 .11 .47

Recognition critical lures .87 .15 .60

Recognition unrelated lures .03 .04 .20

Digit span

Forward digit span 6.10 1.21 4.00

Backward digit span 4.65 1.05 5.00

*expressed as proportion of all recalled words that were unrelated lures [recall unrelated lures

divided by total recall score (sum recall studied words, critical lures and unrelated lures)].

1 To correct for possible ceiling effects in our critical lure data, corrected critical lure false

recognition (false recognition of critical lure � false recognition of unrelated lure; M�/.81,

SD�/.16, range�/.65) was calculated and related to the digit span scores. Only backward digit span

score was negatively related to corrected false recognition for critical lures indicating a similar

correlation as in the initial analyses, r�/�/.39, p B/.01.
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critical lure word as old. In this model 16% of the variance was explained

(R2�/.16).

The main results of our study can be summarised as follows. Backward

digit span was significantly and negatively related to the recognition of

critical lures. That is, poor digit span backward performance was associated

with heightened levels of false recognition. A similar pattern was evident for

false recall of critical lures, but this effect reached only borderline

significance. Thus, relative to participants with relatively high backward

digit span scores, those with relatively low backward digit span scores made

more critical lure intrusions, indicating a higher susceptibility to false

memories (as measured by the DRM paradigm). As expected, increased

critical lure intrusions are predictable from simple span verbal working

memory measures. In more general terms, then, our results show that even in

a healthy sample of undergraduate students, individual differences in

backward simple span working memory are related to recollecting words

never presented. These results seem to support the hypothesis that when

working memory processing is suboptimal, this will have an effect on

encoding and later retrieval of distinctive information, leading to an increase

in source monitoring errors.

Given that undergraduates generally perform well on simple span verbal

working memory tasks, lowered scores on the digit span tests in the present

study should not be considered indicative of neuropsychological impair-

ments. Mean scores on the digit span forward and backward tasks

(see Table 1) are well in line with those reported by Iverson and Tulsky

(2003). These authors found in their standardisation sample (aged 18�19)

mean scores for forward and backward digit span of 6.7 (SD�/1.3) and 5.0

TABLE 2
Summary of regression analyses for variables predicting false recall and false

recognition of critical lure words (N�/60)

Variable B SE B b t

Recall

Forward digit span 3.27 .02 .00 .00

Backward digit span �/.04 .02 �/.23 �/1.70

Recognition

Forward digit span �/.01 .02 �/.06 �/.51

Backward digit span �/.06 .02 �/.39 �/3.10*

R2�/.051 for recall; R2�/.16 for recognition.

B�/ unstandardised regression coefficient; SE B�/standard error unstandardised regression

coefficient; b�/standardised regression coefficient; t�/t -value.

*p B/.01.
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(SD�/1.5), respectively. The proportions of critical lures elicited by the

DRM paradigm in the current study (being 47% and 84% for recall and

recognition, respectively) were comparable to those reported by Roediger

and McDermott (1995). In their first experiment, Roediger and McDermott

found that the nonpresented critical lures were recalled 40% of the time. In

their second experiment, false recall of the critical lure was even higher (i.e.,

55%), while the false recognition rate was 76%.

Our results are in line with those reported by Watson and colleagues

(2005), who also failed to find a significant correlation between recall of

critical lure words and a working memory task. However, contrary to these

authors, we found that, even without warning, a negative relationship exists

between executive simple span verbal working memory and false recognition

of critical lures at testing.

STUDY 2

Watson and colleagues (2005) found an association between the o-span task

and false recall in the DRM paradigm, but only after participants had been

warned of the possibility of the DRM paradigm to elicit false recall, thereby

putting increased demands on working memory leading to reduced encoding

of distinctive information. In our study, no warnings were given and

nevertheless a correlation was found between the backward digit span task

and false recognition, in the DRM paradigm. There are two explanations for

these discrepant findings. First, reliance on different working memory tests,

simple span versus complex span, might account for the discrepancy. It

could well be the case that different WMC indices (tapping different working

memory loads) would have a differential influence on source monitoring.

Second, we tested for false recognition after our participants had been

given a free recall test. Thus, the recognition scores of our participants may

be contaminated by prior free recall performance. To clarify these

two possibilities, we conducted a second study in which three different

working memory measures were included: forward digit span and backward

digit span as simple span tasks and o-span as a complex span task. In

this second study, it was further investigated whether different working

memory indices contributed differentially to source monitoring judgements.

In addition, participants were given a DRM recognition task, without

prior recall. We hypothesised that, since participants were not given a

warning during DRM recognition, we would find no association between

o-span and false recognition. However, as in Study 1, we did expect to

find a negative correlation between backward digit span and false

recognition.
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Method

Participants

Sixty-five (16 men) psychology undergraduate students took part in this

study. They received course credits in return for participation. Mean age of

the participants was 18.88 years (SD�/1.13; range: 17�22). Exclusion

criteria were identical to Study 1.

Procedure and materials

The procedure used was similar to that in Study 1 with the exception that

no free recall was obtained and that we included the o-span task.

Participants were tested individually in a quiet laboratory room. After

signing the informed consent form, participants underwent the DRM

paradigm, the two digit span tasks, and the o-span task.

Deese/Roediger-McDermott paradigm. In this study, the 10 lists of the

first study were extended with 6 lists to reduce the probability of ceiling

effects. The 16 word lists were drawn from a Dutch normative study (Peters

et al., 2006). As in Study 1, each list consisted of 15 words semantically

related to a nonpresented critical lure word. The procedure of list

presentation was similar to Study 1, but this time the recall phase after

each list was omitted. Lists were presented one after another with a

2 s interlist interval. After the 16 word lists had been presented, digit span

tasks and the o-span task were administered (order of working memory

tasks was counterbalanced; see below). Participants were then given an old�
new recognition task consisting of 16 critical lures of the studied lists

completely intermixed with 48 study words (the first, eighth, and tenth word

of each studied list) and 32 unrelated lures taken from nonpresented lists.

Only words unrelated to the words in the studied lists were used as unrelated

lures. For each of these 96 words, participants had to indicate whether the

word was old (i.e., had appeared on one of the 16 lists) or new.

Forward and backward digit span. The digit span tasks were the same as

those used in Study 1.

Operation span task. The o-span task, as described by Engle, Cantor,

and Carullo (1992) and Turner and Engle (1989), is a measure of complex

working memory capacity. In this task, participants are presented with

operation-word pairs (i.e., operation strings). In the present experiment the

version of Engle et al. (1992) was used. The operation part is a mathematical

equation which the participant has to read aloud. Next, he/she has to verify

whether the proposed solution of the equation is correct or incorrect. The
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mathematical equation consists of 2 simple operations: a multiplication or

division problem and an addition or subtraction problem. An example
would be: (8/4)�/5�/7. Participants are not allowed to use pen and paper or

to make the intermediate calculations aloud. When the participant has

verified the equation, he/she has to read aloud the to-be-recalled word

that stands behind the equation and press the spacebar as quickly as

possible. Only words that did not appear in the DRM task were used in the

o-span task. Following this, another word-equation item appears.

The number of operation strings in a trial increased from two to five with

tree trials at each set size. Set size varied pseudorandomly. There were 3
practice trials each containing two operation strings and 12 experimental

trials. After the last operation in a trial, the participant saw a set of three

question marks centred on the screen. Participants were then asked to write

down the words, in correct order, that followed the operation strings. O-span

score was calculated according to the partial-credit-unit weighted (PCU)

procedure as described in Conway et al. (2005). When a participant had

fewer then 85% of the equation items correct, his or her o-span data were

excluded.

Data analysis

Analyses were similar to those carried out in Study 1. Alpha was set at .05

(two-tailed). Three DRM indices were derived: proportion recognition of old
words, recognition of critical lure words, and recognition of unrelated lures.

Results and discussion

Table 3 shows the mean proportions of accurately recognised old words,

falsely recognised critical lures, and unrelated lures. As can be seen, the data

are well in line with the proportions found in Study 1. Thus, the hit rate

for recognising studied words was .75 (SD�/.10), while the false alarm

rate was practically identical to the hit rate (M�/.79, SD�/.18). The

mean proportion score for falsely recognising unrelated lures was .17

(SD�/.12).

Pearson correlations between the backward and forward digit span and
the o-span task were all nonsignificant, all rsB/.15, all ps�/.05, two-tailed,

showing that they measure different aspects of working memory. For the

forward and backward digit span task a similar, although significant,

correlation was found as in Study 1, r�/.27, p�/.03. Pearson product-

moment correlations were calculated between the three DRM indices,

forward and backward digit span scores, and o-span scores. Replicating

the findings of Study 1, no significant correlations were found between

recognition of the studied words on the one, and the two digit span tasks and
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o-span task, on the other hand: rforward�/.02, p�/.05, two-tailed; rbackward�/

�/.16, p�/.05, two-tailed; ro-span�/�/.07, p�/.05, two-tailed. Neither were

there significant correlations between recognition of unrelated lures, the

two digit span parameters, and the o-span task (similar direction of

relationship), all rsB/.15, ps�/.05. However, as in Study 1, false recognition

of critical lures was significantly and negatively correlated with backward

digit span, r�/�/.49, pB/.01, two-tailed. For the forward digit span task and

the o-span task, no significant correlations were found when related to

the false recognition of critical lure scores, r�/�/.17, p�/.18, and r�/�/.01,

p�/.93, respectively. Figure 1 shows the scatterplot of backward digit

span scores and false recognition of critical lures. As can be seen, the

significant correlation between these two variables is not explained

by outliers, an impression that is confirmed by the Cook’s distance

(range�/.25).2

As in Study 1, multiple linear regression analysis was carried out to

determine the amount of variance in the false recognition of critical lures

explained by forward and backward digit span scores and o-span perfor-

mance. The results are shown in Table 4. When entering forward and

backward digit span, and o-span (enter method) to explain variance in

critical lure recognition, neither forward digit span nor o-span contributed

significantly to the model. Only backward digit span was found to

TABLE 3
Mean proportion scores (including SD and range) for recognition of studied words,
critical lure words, and unrelated words. Forward and backward digit span scores

and operation span scores are given as mean overall scores

Item type Mean SD Range

Recognition

Recognition studied words .75 .10 .44

Recognition critical lures .79 .18 .88

Recognition unrelated lures .17 .12 .53

Digit span

Forward digit span 5.50 1.02 4.00

Backward digit span 4.50 .81 4.00

Operation span* .79 .09 .41

*As indexed by partial-credit-unit weighted (PCU) score. See Conway, Kane, Bunting,

Hambrick, Wilhelm, and Engle (2005).

2 As in Study 1, corrected false recognition of critical lures was calculated (M�/.63,

SD�/.16, range�/.75) to control for possible ceiling effects in false recognition. In line with

Study 1, and the described analyses in Study 2, when correlations were calculated between the

corrected false recognition of critical lures and the working memory indices, only backward digit

span significantly correlated to corrected false recognition, r�/�/.50, p B/.01.
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contribute significantly, with the amount of variance explained by this model

being 23.8% (R2�/.238).

As was the case in Study 1, we found in Study 2 a negative correlation

between backward digit span and false recognition of critical lure

words. Replicating and extending the findings of Watson and colleagues

(2005), we failed to find a link between the o-span task and false

recognition. This could indicate that different working memory tasks

(simple vs. complex WMC) may have a differential effect on source

monitoring errors.
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Figure 1. Scatter plot displaying the relationship between backward digit span score and false

recognition of critical lure. The central line displays the regression line. The two outer lines display

the prediction intervals of the regression line for single observations. The two lines most closely to

the regression line display the prediction intervals of the mean predicted responses.

TABLE 4
Summary of regression analysis for variables predicting false recognition of critical

lures (N�/65)

Variable B SE B b t

Recognition

Digit span forward �/.01 .02 �/.04 �/.36

Digit span backward �/.11 .03 �/.48 �/4.12*

Operation span .04 .23 .02 .20

R2�/.238.

B�/ unstandardised regression coefficient; SE B�/standard error unstandardised regression

coefficient; b�/standardised regression coefficient; t�/t -value.

*p B/.01.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

In the current studies we employed several working memory tasks to test the

idea that poor working memory capacity predicts susceptibility to false

memories. In the first study, the working memory tasks differed with respect

to the amount of executive functioning that they required, with the

backward digit span task requiring more executive functions than the

forward digit span task. In the second study, the tasks differed in terms of

executive function involvement (i.e., backward vs. forward digit span tasks).

Yet, they also differed in terms of complexity (i.e., the number of parallel

processes they required), with the o-span task tapping more processes

(verbal and arithmetic) than the simple digit span tasks. The results of the

two studies converge on the conclusion that, under certain circumstances,

one particular type of simple span working memory, namely backward digit

span, is linked to false memory. Thus, our findings suggest that even in a

homogeneous sample of undergraduates small variations in working

memory are linked to individual differences in false memory proneness.

Reduced working memory processing may undermine episodic encoding

of the different word lists, thereby lacking the distinctive perceptual

information needed to differentiate the semantically related critical lure

words from presented words. As a consequence, source monitoring errors

will occur.

In general, our results are well in line with those of Watson et al. (2005),

but they also seem to differ with certain aspects of their work. In line with

Watson et al., we were unable to detect a straightforward relationship

between working memory capacity and false recall (Study 1). In Study 2,

we extended the results of Watson et al. by failing to find a relation between

o-span and false recognition in a standard DRM paradigm. However, unlike

Watson et al., who found a relationship between poor working memory and

false memory only when participants were given a warning, we did find that

the executive index of simple span working memory task predicted false

recognition in a standard DRM paradigm, even when no warning

instruction was given.

A question that arises is whether the discrepancy in findings between the

Watson et al. (2005) study and our studies can be attributed to the use of

different working memory tasks. Put it in more general terms, do different

working memory indices (depending on different loading demands) differ-

entially contribute to source monitoring? Working memory can be seen as a

multicomponent system that is responsible for active maintenance of

information in the face of ongoing processing demands and/or distraction

(e.g., Conway et al., 2005). Nonexecutive simple span tasks (i.e., tasks that

only present to-be-recalled items; e.g., forward digit span) use a limited

amount of resources and thus have a limited amount of loading demands;
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executive simple span tasks (i.e., tasks that present to-be-recalled informa-

tion, but also require additional transformations; e.g., backward digit span)

employ more resources (higher loading capacity); executive-attention work-

ing memory capacity tasks (e.g., operation span task) demand a substantial

amount of resources with higher loading capacity (Conway et al., 2005;

Gerton et al., 2004; Oberauer, Süß, Schulze, Wilhelm, & Wittmann, 2000;

Turner & Engle, 1989). The current findings as well as those of others

(Watson et al., 2005) suggest that when processing demands are high (as with

warning instruction along with the DRM task in the Watson et al. study),

complex working memory capacity will predict source monitoring failures.

When one has poor complex WMC in a high processing demand

environment, WMC is easily overloaded, leading to reduced encoding of

distinctive features of the to be remembered information (e.g., semantically

related words). When one has to retrieve this information, these distinctive

features can not be used, leading to reliance on more general features such as

semantic-relatedness, which in turn would result in source monitoring errors.

On the other hand, when specific tasks do not require high processing

demands (e.g., standard DRM procedures used in the present studies),

simple span working memory will predict source monitoring failures.

However, we do not know whether simple span working memory (non-

executive and executive) is related to source monitoring failures under high

processing demand circumstances (e.g., warning manipulation in the DRM

paradigm). This issue warrants further research.

Several limitations of the current study deserve some comment. First, our

finding that working memory is negatively related to false memories was

most evident for the backward version of the digit span and the recognition

modality of the DRM. Note that in homogeneous samples like the present

ones, strongest effects are expected to occur for the most sensitive index of

false memories, namely recognition of critical lures (e.g., Roediger &

McDermott, 1995; Stadler, Roediger, & McDermott, 1999). In line with

this, one has to be cautious about ceiling effects in the recognition task.

Calculating corrected false recognition measure could help solving this

problem. Also, the backward task is believed to be the purest measure of

central executive working memory (e.g., Gerton et al., 2004). Meanwhile, the

backward digit span is a subtask of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale

and therefore this variable overlaps with full-scale IQ. Thus, one could argue

that our results reflect a link between false memory and low intelligence

rather than poor working memory. However, recent research exploring the

factor structure of the WAIS in a mixed patient sample and a neurological

patient sample (Ryan & Paolo, 2001; Ryan, Paolo, Miller, & Morris, 1997)

identified a distinct ‘‘working memory factor’’, which incorporated primarily

the digit span task. It should be noted further that we tested first-year
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psychology undergraduate students and thus one may assume that the full-

scale IQ did not vary much in this homogeneous sample.
Second, one could argue that the digit span tasks we used can be

considered rather crude measures of working memory. However, given the

frequent use of these tests in neuropsychological research and clinical

practice (see, for example, Gerton et al., 2004; Iverson & Tulsky, 2003;

Lezak, Howieson, & Loring, 2004), digit span tasks have become standard

measures of working memory for which clear normative data are available.

The current findings as well as those of Watson et al. (2005) provide

strong support for the idea that subtle variations in executive functions of
the prefrontal areas contribute to the reconstructive aspects of our memory.

Our findings are also well in line with previous work in our lab showing that

mild executive dysfunctions in undergraduates reliably predict the extent to

which they remember words never presented (Peters et al., in press). These

findings are important because they might shed light on neuropsychological

factors that make individuals susceptible to false memories. Similarly, they

may help to explain why certain personality traits are intimately linked to

false memories. A number of traits, notably dissociative tendencies and
depression (or negative affectivity), seem to predispose to false memories

(e.g., Candel, Merckelbach, & Kuijpers, 2003; Eisen & Lynn, 2001). The

connection between these traits and false memories is, however, far from

robust (Horselenberg et al., 2000). Perhaps, then, these traits serve as

antecedents of false memories to the extent that they are accompanied by

subtle disturbances in executive functions of the prefrontal areas. Indirect

support for this line of reasoning comes from studies reporting a certain

amount of overlap between poor working memory and dissociation
(Giesbrecht, Merckelbach, Geraerts, & Smeets, 2004). Clearly, the precise

connection between dissociative tendencies, depression, and executive

functions deserves further study.
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